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Staying safe with P-Safe
Students break down dining
on campus.
ARTS/CULTURE 4-5

Magic Man performs
TPB sets up a magical
performance outside SLP.

Amazon Prime offers
offline streaming
Amazon's new feature
prompts students to
reconsider Netflix.

President Harris
Insight into the president's
first few months at USD.

Toreros open season

President Donald Trump
Billionaire turned
presidential candidate leads
the 2016 race
USD football loses to
SDSU
Several Toreros shined
against tough competition.
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Read full story on page 1

Ian Lituchy/The Vista
The University of San Diego football team began their season in a game against San Diego State at Qualcomm Stadium.

New parking rules for USD community
ELISABETH SMITH
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

While most students
were still soaking up the
last days of summer, the
>
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University of San Diego
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Parking Services enacted big
H I5
changes for the east side of
campus. Starting on Monday
Aug. 24, they launched
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a new metered parking
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initiative
on the east campus.
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According to the email
sent outto the USD community
by
the Vice President
of
University
Relations,
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Timothy L. O'Malley, the
initiative
creates
more
easily accessible parking for
students,
faculty, and staff.
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Currently, the metered
parking affects the Mission
a
Parking Structure and along
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must pay at the pay stations
between the hours of 7- a.m.
to
9 p.m., Monday through
7
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Friday. Two parking meters
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are located in front of the
I HI VISTA ONLINE Loma Hall South Lot and in
front of the University Center.
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Community
Relations
Specialist
Shayna
Tobin
elaborated on the expansion of
the metered-parking initiative.
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News update:
two USD student
deaths, samesex marriage,
and tensions in
the South

Sarah Brewington/The Vista

Two new parking meters line Torero Way, in front of the
University Center and the South Loma Hall parking lot.
"The pay stations in the
necessary so that we can
continue offering these close, Mission Structure may offer
for some
convenient spaces, while also some flexibility
accommodating the multitude students," Tobin said. "That
of visitors that will need to includes part-time and evening
park in order to visit the new students, who may only be on
Torero Store," Tobin said. campus one time per week,
Nine pay stations were and for whom a traditional
installed in the Mission Parking permit may not make the
Structure to ensure spaces in most financial sense.The pay
the structure are being used stations offer a pay-as-youby those who pay for parking. go option for some students.
An unexpected part of
The initiative also creates a
more cost-effective alternative the new initiative is that
for part-time students or those all vehicles are subject to
who take evening classes the changes along Torero
so they do not have to buy Way. This means that all
See PARKING, Page 2
a full-time parking pass.

USD IN THE NEWS
Former USD student
Vincent Kraig passed away
in early June due to natural
causes.
Kraig
pursued
a bachelor's degree in
psychology during his time at
USD. Assistant Vice President
Donald
Godwin
alerted
the campus community of
Kraig's death with an email
on June 5. Godwin informed
the community that a service
would be held the next
week in Founders Chapel to
remember Kraig's life and
pray for his family. Funeral
services were held on June 12
in his hometown of Chicago,
111, according to the Chicago
Suburban Daily Herald.
Michael Harris, a USD
alumni, died in a boating
accident this past Sunday.
Harris graduated from USD a
few years ago, and had earned
his masters from Santa Clara
University. Harris is the son of
Peter Harris, the former chief
See UPDATE, Page 2
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Eleven parking meters added to east campus
PARKING continued from
Front Page

vehicles, even those that
display parking passes, are
required to pay at the pay
station when parking at the
metered spots along the street.
Junior Tanya Ibrahim
commutes to campus five
to seven times a week.
"I don't really think it's
fair to us to have to pay for even
more parking in the places
that are the most convenient
and safer for us when it comes
to when we have late night
classes and are in the library
late at night," Ibrahim said.
All vehicles displaying valid
parking passes are not exempt

from the metered parking along
Torero Way. For all vehicles,
rates are $1.50 per hour with
a maximum of two hours.
Senior
Katy
Taylor
has been commuting to

the passes weren't already
over a hundred dollars."
In the Mission Parking
Structure meter prices range
from $0.75 to $8 depending
on how long the vehicle stays.

"I don't really think it's fair to us to have to pay
for even more parking in the places that are the
most convenient."
- Tanya Ibrahim
campus
from
Mission
Beach for one semester.
"I'd have to say it
really isn't fair," Taylor said.
"Students pay a lot of money
for parking passes and to
add another payment on top
of that seems ridiculous.
Maybe I'd understand if

Full and half day passes, which
are for four hours or more, are
only allowed in this structure.
The payment stations
accept coins or credit and
debit cards, according to the
Parking Services website.
Guests can also pay through
the application "Whoosh!".

The application is available
in the App Store and can
help guests pay without
waiting in line. However,
guests parking in either of
the locations are required
to pay at the pay stations.
Sophomore
Emma
Nowakoski has been parking
on campus for over a year.
"I think parking in
Mission [Parking Structure]
should be free," Nowakoski
said. "Even though other
schools, like bigger schools,
always require you to pay.
I think the added cost with
discourage people to come and
visit during the week because
it's an unnecessary expense at
our already expensive school."

Guests can still receive
a free parking pass from the
entrance kiosks where they
can park in the West parking
structure and parking lot.
In addition to the
metered parking, Parking
Services
announced
that
parking would be free on
the weekends. No parking
permits will be required on the
weekends in order to improve
guest parking on campus.
The
pilot
program
will last a year and Parking
Services plans to expand
metered parking to other parts
of campus. Students can savor
another year of free parking on
the west side of campus before
more
changes are made.

Summer recap: ongoing news stories bring tragedy and change
UPDATE continued from
Front Page

executive officer of the San
Francisco 49ers. Harris had
been out boating off Catalina
Island with his girlfriend,
according to many local news
sources. After a collision with
another boat, the passengers
were taken to Ronald Reagan
UCLA
Medical
Center.
US AND CUBA RESTORE
RELATIONS
The United States' list
of state sponsors of terrorism
grew a little shorter over the
summer. After announcing
plans to renew relations
between the United States and
Cuba last December, President
Barack Obama and Cuban
President Raul Castro were
successful. On May 29 the
Obama Administration signed
orders removing Cuba from
the list of state sponsors of
terrorism after being on it for
33 years for supporting armed
revolutions in Latin America.
The list is made by
the Secretary of State and
includes
countries
that
have consistently supported
international
terrorism.
Countries on this list face
"restrictions on U.S. foreign
assistance; a ban on defense
exports and sales; certain
controls
over
exports
of dual use items; and
miscellaneous financial
and
other restrictions," according
to the U.S. Department of
State website. There are only
three countries on the list
now: Iran, Sudan, and Syria.
There is still an economic

embargo in effect on Cuba that
cannot be reversed without a
vote in Congress, but travel
allowances to Cuba have
expanded greatly this year.
MASS SHOOTINGS
On June 17, a young man
opened fire during a prayer
meeting at the Emanuel
African Methodist Episcopal
Church in Charleston, South
Carolina, killing nine people
including Reverend Clementa
Pickney. The suspect, Dylann
Roof, is a 21-year-old white
male who expressed his racist
views online. He targeted the
historic black church in an
attempt to start a race war and
is being federally charged for
hate crimes and obstructing the
practice of religion in addition
to nine counts of murder.
Just a month later
on July 16, Mohammad
Youssuf Abdulazeez went
on a shooting rampage with
several automatic weapons in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. He
started shooting from his car
at a military recruiting center
and fired over two dozen
rounds; the marines inside
jumped into an active shooter
drill after hearing the first shot,
and nobody was injured. Then
Abdulazeez drove to a Naval
and Marine Corps center and
opened fire again, this time
killing four Marines and
injuring others before being
shot and killed by police.
One week after the
criminal conviction of James
Holmes, the gunman in the
Aurora, Colorado theater
shooting, there was a shooting
inaLafayette, Louisianamovie
theater. The gunman, 59-year-

old John Russel Houser, was
at an evening screening of the
•comedy Trainwreck on July
23 when he opened fire about
20 minutes into the show.
Using a handgun he killed
two and injured nine others
before taking his own life.
SUPREME COURT
RULES IN FAVOR OF
SAME-SEX MARRIAGE
On June 26 the Supreme
Court case of Obergefell v.
Hodges became a landmark
victory for the Gay Rights
Movement. The Court ruled
in a 5-4 decision that under
the Fourteenth Amendment
of the Constitution, samesex couples are guaranteed
the fundamental right to
marry. This decision not
only requires states to issue
marriage licenses to samesex couples but also requires
them to recognize same-sex
marriages that were performed
in other states. There has
been pushback from some,
including a Kentucky clerk
who has refused to issue samesex marriage licenses and was
held in jail for contempt-ofcourt, until this past Tuesday.
SOUTH CAROLINA
TAKES DOWN
CONFEDERATE FLAG
The Confederate flag
symbolizes more than the
battle between the North and
the South in the 1800s. The
flag symbolizes the slavery
that the South was fighting
to keep and when the battle
ended the flags did not come
down. Racial tension is still
present in many areas of the
South as witnessed this June
in the Charleston, South

Photo courtesy of Kelly Huston/Flickr

Supporters of same-sex marriage protest on the west
steps of the California Capitol.
Carolina church shooting, expired. The Patriot Act was an
However, a month after anti-terrorism act that allowed
massive
government
that attempt to spark conflict for
between the races, South surveillance including the
Carolina passed a bill to take collection of phone records.
down the Confederate flag
President Obama extended
flying at their Capitol building. the act for four years in 2011
Governor Nikki Haley signed before Edward Snowden, a
the bill on July 9 and the next former CIA whistleblower,
classified
day the flag was taken down released
and moved the State Museum information about the NSA's
where it was placed in the data collection that included
Confederate Relic Room. millions of Americans phone
Though many
were records, not restricted to
celebrating the removal of those tied to terrorism.
the Confederate Flag from
Congress lacked the
the Capitol, the state issued support needed to renew the
a ban on weapons near Patriot Act in 2015 so they
the grounds for a month reformed the surveillance
in response to hate groups bill. The USA Freedom
including Ku Klux Klan and Act limits the access that
the New Black Panther Party. intelligence agencies have
into the lives of everyday
CONGRESS ENDS
Americans. Most notably,
BULK COLLECTION OF
the new act will end the bulk
PHONE RECORDS
The USA Freedom Act collection of phone records.
congressmen
are
passed Congress and was Some
signed into law on June 2 just pushing for more limitations
a day after the 2001 Patriot Act on the NSA in the future.
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Sept. 2
location: Camino Hall

Aug. 28
location.- San Pimas Missions A

Shortly before 2 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of an
intoxicated individual in a resident hall restroom. Upon
Shortly before 10:55 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of two investigation the individual was contacted, identified as a
intoxicated individuals on campus. Upon investigation the individuals resident student, and evaluated by paramedics. The individual
were identified as resident students. Once they were evaluated, one was transported to the hospital and referred for disciplinary
of the students was taken to the hospital, froth students were cited action.
for Minor in Possession.
Sept. 2
Aug. 29
location: University Center North Parking Lot
location: San Antonio de Padua
%
At approximately 12:49 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report
At 2:15 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of the theft of a box of a theft from a vehicle on campus. Upon investigation it was
of perfume from near a resident hall elevator Upon investigation it reported that a backpack containing a Macfrook Pro, a USP
was reported that the owner of the perfume placed the box of items parking permit and various school supplies was taken from an
outside of the elevator for approximately two minutes while the
unsecured convertible, the backpack was reported to have been
elevator door was closed. When the doors opened again the items
left on the front passenger seat of the vehicle.
were discovered missing.
Sept. 2
Aug. 51
Location: San fruenaventura Apartments
location: San Antonio de Padua
At approximately 1:55 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report
Shortly after 11:50 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
of the theft of clothing items from a dryer in a residence hall
possible fire in a residence hall room. Upon investigation a burnt and laundry room. Upon investigation the theft was reported to
melted laptop computer was discovered, the area on the desk around have occurred between S:50 a.m. and 11:50 a.m. on Sept. 1. the
the laptop was also blackened. No other damage was found and the
items were described as four pairs of basketball shorts, four
San Piego Fire Pepartment cleared the area.
f-shirts, and six pairs of underwear.

Students advised to stay safe and aware with P-sate
SARAH BREWINGTON
NEWS EDITOR

The black and white
police car, with sirens blaring,
can be a daunting sight to
all who witness the justice
system laying down the
law. Public Safety (P-Safe)
is the official campus law
enforcement at the University
of
San
Diego.
P-Safe
officials try to communicate
to students that they are a
resource and much more than
just the campus' security.
The Chief
of
the
Department of Public Safety
(DPS) at USD is Larry
Barnett. Barnett explained
that the purpose of DPS
extends
beyond
citing
students for liquor violations.
"Public Safety is here to
help our students, faculty, and
staff by providing a wide array
of safety services," Barnett
said. "Some of the services
offered by Public Safety
include educational programs
related to crime prevention,
sexual assault awareness,

THE VISTA
Editorial - 619.260.4584
Business - 619.206.4714
www.theusdvista.com
@USDVista

and Community on Patrol."
Barnett
mentioned
Community on Patrol, known
to some as COP, is the idea
that all USD community
members take responsibility
for keeping the campus
safe, by being aware and
reporting anything suspicious.
In addition to selfdefense classes and dealing
with theft, P-Safe is equipped
to assist in other matters.
"Public Safety is also
available to assist stranded
motorists with things such as
jumpstarting a dead battery,"
Barnett said. "As one of the
few 24/7 operations on the
campus, DPS also assists our
community after hours by
connecting students with other
important campus resources."
Junior Ruth Hoover
agrees that P-safe has
many virtues, but there
is one above the rest.
"I think the . most
important
thing
students
should know is that P-Safe will
escort you back to your dorm

lan Lituchy/The Vista

Public Safety patrols campus in law enforcement vehicles to cover all areas of USD.

or car if you ever feel unsafe
walking alone," Hoover said.
Junior Jiennie Kim,
finds that P-Safe has done an
exceptional job of keeping
USD safe. However, she
has a few suggestions that
would make campus safer.
"I think that at night there
should be more security patrols
on foot and car," Kim said.
Kim finds that she is
safe at USD. However, she
emphasizes that students
should always stay aware.

"Even
though
our
university seems isolated
and safe, you can never
be too safe," Kim said.
Barnett
reiterates
that while P-Safe keeps
students
safe,
students
can take the initiative to
ensure their own protection.
"DPS encourages all
students to be alert and
aware of their surroundings
at all times, and when oncampus, report all suspicious
activity to DPS immediately,"
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Barnett said. "One of the most
important things that students
can do to stay safe at USD
is to familiarize themselves
with the various campus
emergency
procedures."
P-Safe
encourages
students behave safely and call
them at 619-260-2222 when
dealing with emergencies.
P-Safe is a safety resource on
and off campus. Many students
agree that they must be
doing their job well, because
they feel safe on campus.

The Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded "by revenues generated by advertising
and a student fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an
expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University. The Vista
office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life
Pavilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego. CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary,
all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San
Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must
be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The
Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any content
sent to the editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
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Bye to summer;
Magical Friday night at SLP with Magic Man
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ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Flashback to high school,
when I could not wait for the
last day of the school year. With
the summer season quickly
approaching, the excitement
grew with it. Instead of seven
hour school days, I would be
experiencing
endless
beach
trips and watching beautiful
sunsets. For many of us, it
was the most anticipated and
relaxing season of the entire year.
During
high
school
I
remember
wishing
summer
could be a full three months
long, but unfortunately, it never
happened. I tried to make the
most of the short time I had
without having to worry about
assignments, trying to enjoy the
memories with family and friends
before returning back to school.
Now, flash
forward to
freshman
year of
college,
where summer is longer than
three months, and I find myself
missing school. After my last
final of freshman year, everyone

in class kept exclaiming 'yay its
summer!', but for some reason the
idea of summer did not excite me.
Of course the experience of
summer is year-round when we
live in the beautiful city of San
Diego, so maybe I can attribute
that reason as to why I was not
as excited for this past summer
to occur.
Unfortunately, this
summer meant saying goodbye
to all of the awesome college
friends I had made during my
first year and saying hello to six
weeks of summer school. Little
did I realize at the start of summer
how memorable it would be.
Although it may not have
been as epic as experiencing
college, summer 2015 was
definitely memorable. It was a
great time to catch up with high
school friends, spend some time
with the family, vacation, earn
some cash from summer jobs,
or maybe get ahead in school.
Even though I was ready
to return to San Diego halfway
through July, I realize now that 1
am grateful for the long summer
vacation college students get. It is
the right amount of time (for some,
maybe too long!) to experience
whatever it is we please.
And although many of us had
to encounter those bittersweet
goodbyes to hometown friends
and family members, the joy of
being reunited with our fellow
Toreros just might help us
overcome any homesickness.
So whether you
were
rocking out at the many musical
festivals this summer, visiting
obscure destinations in India,
vacationing with your buddies on
the island of Nantucket, exploring
Colorado,
scenic views in
or just relaxing on Mission
Beach, never forget the fond
memories and life lessons learned
throughout those experiences.

Friday Sept. 4 was not the
usual come and go commute
to the Student Life Pavilion.
Some students may say the
night was pretty magical, having
the opportunity to rock out to
a free concert performance
by
Magic
Man
on
the
amphitheater steps of the SLP.
Cassie
Demara,
Torero
Program
Board
concert
coordinator
and
USD senior, explains how
the selection was made to
feature such a talented band.
"There were a couple of
options I was choosing between,"
Demara said. "We usually host a
DJ for the first week back but I
wanted to do something different
this year. Magic Man set a good
vibe for the beginning of the year;
their music is so upbeat and a
great match for the USD crowd."
Throughout
the
week
before the concert, Demara
was anxious about getting the
word out to the community in
such a short amount of time.
"We were hoping for 200
students to show up, but the
crowd number exceeded our

Torero crowd minutes after his
musical performance at USD.
"Tonight was unbelievably
the best night we have ever had in
San Diego," Caplow said. "We
had some technical difficulties
but the crowd kept the energy up
and it was all love; it was great."
Caplow was very excited
that so many Toreros were
at the concert. There were
around 300 members of the
student body in attendance.
"I did not know much
about USD but I definitely want
to come back," Caplow said.

expectations," Demara said. "My

"My favorite part of the night

Sophomore Julia Torgerson

early next year," Caplow said.

favorite part was seeing the band
interact with the crowd and vice
versa. Even if everyone did not
know all the lyrics they still danced
around and had a great time!"
The
lead
singer
of
Magic Man, Alex Caplow,
reflects on the enthusiastic

was performing a cover of "The
Middle" by Jimmy Eat World.
It was one of those covers that
everyone can jump around to."
Not only was there an
excellent
performance
from
Magic Man, but a solo act from
senior Eliza Rose Vera, followed

attended Friday night's festivities
and thoroughly enjoyed her
evening with close friends.
"Going
crazy
and
dancing with my friends that I
haven't seen all summer was
a highlight," Torgerson said.
"Even though I did not know

"Keep an eye out and follow us
on social media because we will
be back in San Diego real soon!"
With
such
excitement
already
occurring
at
the
beginning of the semester,
Toreros can look forward to even
more thrilling performances.

Photo Courtesy of Show Imaging Inc.

Magic Man delivered a night of entertainment at the SLP performing hit songs Paris and Waves.
by a performance from Giriff-raffe.
USD seniors Miles
Mitchell,
Travis
Williams,
Julian Carmichael and Andrew
Irwin, make up the band and
covered hit songs such as
"Electric Feel" and "Billie Jean".
Senior Eliza Rose Vera, who
opened up for Gi-riff-raffe, was
excited to perform her original
song, "God Only Knows".
"I was amazed at how many
people showed up," Vera said.
"I was so happy to see everyone
was getting involved especially
during the first week of school."

the band I really liked the vibe
that the lead singer set for the
crowd. No one even realized
there were technical difficulties
because the band played it
off in a fun and quirky way!"
While Magic Man left
a remarkable impression on
Toreros' Friday night, the
community also left the band
feeling enthusiastic about what's
to come. Caplow explains his
excitement for the band an'd
their
upcoming
successes.
"We are going to be
releasing an album hopefully

Atlas Genius performs new album at HOB
ABBY GENTRY
Asst. A&C EDITOR
On Wednesday night,
Australian indie pop band Atlas
Genius brought their first United
States headlining tour to the
House of Blues in downtown
San Diego. The evening could
best be described as energetic.
During the entire concert,
each band member danced,
bounced around, and appeared
to be having a genuinely
good time with each other.
The
show
opened
with the single from their

album "When It Was Now"
titled "Symptoms," which set
the tone for their electric and
upbeat vibe. For the the entirety
of the show the crowd never
stopped dancing and moving
around to the magnetic sound.
One
of
the
most
memorable
performances of
the night was their hit, "If So."
Almost everyone in the crowd was
singing along to the catchy lyrics.
During this number, the band
really began to connect with
the audience. Afterwards, lead
singer Keith Jeffery expressed to
the crowd how much he loved his

Abby Gentry/The Vista

Atlas Genius brings headlining tour to downtown San Diego.

time in San Diego and how much
he enjoyed the concert venue.
During this time, he
also announced that from this
concert, Yahoo Livestream would
be streaming this show for people
to see all around the world.
Throughout the remainder of the
night, Jeffery continued to connect
with the crowd both through
his music and conversation.
For The Atlas Genius
fans in attendance, they were
treated to two new songs that are
featured on the band's new album.
The stage backdrop was
simple, allowing the focus of the
concert to be centered around
the music. Colorful and intense
strobe lights bounced around
the venue, adding to the bright
and energetic feel of the concert.
Another highlight of
the evening was the band's
cover of "You Spin Me
Right Round" originally by
the band "Dead or Alive."
They
transformed
this 80s classic by adding their
own flare and also slowed it
down from the original tempo.
Their choice to cover this song
emphasized and proved that they
are bringing back a similar style
of rock music from the 80s while

adding their own modern twist.
The concert remained
mostly upbeat,only slowing down
for one or two songs. During
these slower ballads, the audience
could better hear Jeffery's vocals
and how unique his voice truly is.
The slower pieces briefly
added a nice change in tempo,
which later picked right back up.
As the concert came to a close, the
audience was waiting anxiously
to hear the band's most famous
jams "Molecules" and "Trojans."
Sure enough, they saved these
two tunes until the very end, and
their performance was definitely
the highlight of the night.
The familiar
sound
of the opening guitar riff
immediately
pulled
loud
cheers out of the audience and
everyone began to sing along.
Although these two hits were
probably
the
most
highly
anticipated, the encore was
two newer .songs that left
the audience wanting more.
The encore closed with
the ballad "Levitate" and finally
ending with "Electric." The tune
"Electric" was a great way to
end the show because it perfectly
captured the overall feeling of the
energetic,funky, and electric show.
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KAABOO Del Mar 'mix-perience' to be unlike any other

TAYLER
REVIERE VERNINAS
A&C EDITOR

When
students
hear
the term 'music festival',
big headliner events such as
Coachella, Outside Lands, or
Lollapalooza may come to
mind. It seems inevitable for
San Diego to host its very own
music festival, especially in a
city with a thriving music scene.
Finally,
local
music
aficionados no longer have
to venture out to far away
places, but can take a quick
drive to the Del Mar Racetrack
and Fairgrounds to attend the
inaugural year for KAABOO
from Friday, Sept. 18 to Sunday,
Sept. 20. It will feature headline
performances from No Doubt,
Zac Brown Band, and The
Killers, along with entertainment
beyond
the
quintessential
music festival goer's dreams.
Festival organizers Bryan
Gordon and Chris Brown are not
considering KAABOO Del Mar
to be the typical music festival
with porta potties or lack of
air-conditioned rooms. Rather,
KAABOO is set to be the ultimate
three day 'mix-perience' on
seven stages and six unparalleled
experiences: Humor Me, Palate,
Indulgences, ArtworK, Encore,
and Posh Nosh. The seven music
stages include Sunset Cliffs,
Grandview,

Trestles,

Zuma,

Humor, Encore, and Tourmaline.

Gordon
shares
insight
on
the
'mix-perience'
he
has
helped
create.
"It starts with a life-long
interest in music, and specifically,
live music," Gordon said.
"Combine that with a passion
for food, art and hospitality.
With KAABOO, I have the
opportunity to put all of those
elements together n one place."
According to the official

in a modem wonderland on
the warm shores of the Pacific.
"It is a world that evokes
relaxation and playfulness,"
Gordon said. "A journey of
discovery in which I want
everybody to leave their
worldly concerns behind.
I
want them to get rid of the stress
of papers or midterms at school
or the commute to work. They
should voyage out to discover

an outlet to decompress for about
half an hour or so and then come
back and enjoy the music,"
Gordon said. "I thought it was
important to create these types of
outlets so you can recharge your
brain to get back to the music."
These outlets are in
different locations on the Del
Mar Racetrack and Fairgrounds
that will include many indoor,
air-conditioned
attractions.

Photo Courtesy of KAABOO/ Twitter

KAABOO website, the event is
an adult experience, uniquely
curated toappeal toall five senses.
It will include world-class music,
dancing, incredible cuisine, craft
libations, inspiring contemporary
art and personal indulgences.
As explained by the
creators, it is a three-day sound
voyage that combines rock-n-roll
music and tastemaking events

whatever it is they might not
have been familiar with and
immerse themselves in more
memories and experiences."
Gordon . believes there
is a lot to absorb after hours
of listening to music, and that
many concert goers will desire
a much needed place for rest.
"My observation from other
music festivals Was that 1 needed

WANTED

KAABOO is set to offer
what seems to be more amenities
than the common three day
music festivals.
According
to the website, the ArtworK
section of the three day weekend
will
feature
contemporary
public art installations as well
as a contemporary art fair.
If concert goers want to take
another break from the musical

chaos, they can experience a
good laugh at the Humor Me
stage, which will contain various
featured comedians each day.
When heat from the sun
starts to increase, audience
members can take a nice dip
in the provided pool or enjoy
an array of eateries that will be
featured on the fairgrounds.
"We
want people to
have options to get away from
the music for a little while
and do something different,"
Gordon said. "People are not
just listening to music; the
music is the backdrop to a
whole process of having fun
on many different levels."
For
selective
music
listeners who are only interested
in a day pass, one day tickets
starts at $125 plus additional
fees. But for those who want
to fully invest in the three day
'mix-perience' prices range
from $299 for guest access to
$2,499 for a hang ten VIP pass.
For
more
information
regarding the lineup and tickets,
visit the KAABOO website for
an opportunity to feel "hella
good" watching No Doubt or
maybe loving Zac Brown Band
more easily. On the bright side,
one could even spend their
Sunday evening rocking out
to a live performance of The
Killers. Whatever motive music
aficionados have for attending
KAABOO, let it be the most
eventful

'mix-perience'
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Don f go broke

Amazon Prime offers offline streaming
HENLEY DOHERTY
ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

@ralphlaurhen

BRIANNA HARRINGTON
BUSINESS EDITOR

@bnharrington
The media often portrays
college students as being so
broke that they are forced to
eat Cup of Noodles daily, save
launry until they go home, and
scrounge between the cushions to
find a few cents. Don't worry, it
does not have to be like that.You
are lucky enough to be living in
one of the most exciting cities
and on a very involved campus.
So be smart, pay attention, and
learn how to save your money.
There
is
a
common
misconception that to save money
you have to lose out on fun,
which is not entirely true. First
years have so many opportunities
to get involved and do exciting
things completely free of charge.
The Living Learning Community
{LLC) that you are in will offer
a lot of activities for you and
your peers to join. These are
a great way to get involved in
your community, meet new
friends, and explore San Diego.
Not a first year? No problem.
The Torero Program Board
(TPB) puts on weekend events
that are either free or offered
at a discounted price. The TPB
events range from water sports
at Mission beach to premieres
of highly anticipated movies.
Another perk of attending
USD? Discounts. A trip to the
University Center ticket office
could save you a lot of money
on concerts, as well as passes
to •Six Flags and Knott's Berry
Farm. Pay attention to the
postings around campus to see
what events are being planned.
Another piece of advice is
to use your meal plan. Do not
waste your money going out
to eat if you do not have to. I
know, it is tempting, but there
are plenty of other things to do
with your friends that can end up
costing you less money. If you
are not a first year, then reduce
your meal plan to something
that fits you budget and is most
conducive to your schedule.
If you spend a lot of time off
campus, then take a smaller meal
plan. Do not let all those meals
and dining dollars go to waste.
Take my advice and save
your pennies. Sometime in the
future, there is going to be a
day where you look back and
think, where did all my money
go? Or what did I spend all my
money on? There are plenty
of resources for you to take
advantage of here at USD that
will give you the chance to have
a lot of fun without burning
a hole in your bank account.

ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR
HENLEY DOHERTY
@ralphlaurhen

For many students, having
a Netflix account is a staple of
the modern college experience.
Catching up on movies and
television shows online is a
favored way for students to wind
down, relax, and share time with
friends. With all of the stress that
comes with balancing classes
and busy schedules, Netflix often
times seems like a necessity.
However, many students
may soon be deciding to switch
over to a new video streaming
platform:
Amazon
Prime.

recently released the new feature
of offline video streaming. Unlike
Netflix, users of Amazon Prime
will be able to hand-pick TV
shows and movies to download
and play while offline on their
laptops, tablets, and smartphones,
and the feature is available to
both Apple and Android users.
Although not all videos
may be selected for offline
viewing through Amazon Prime,
there is currently a great variety
of popular shows and movies
available to choose from, and this
list is expected to grow every year.
University
of
San
Diego senior Ghazal Babai
currently has an account with

Flickr Creative Commons/Shardayyy

Many students are now deciding between Amazon Prime and
Netflix.
Like
Netflix,
Amazon
Prime offers yearly memberships
for access to a wide range of
television shows and movies.
While Amazon has provided its
users with the option to stream
television shows and films online
since 2011, the company has just

Netflix, but sees the added
value in potentially making
the switch to Amazon Prime.
"I would consider switching
to Amazon Prime because there
are more benefits," Babai said.
"Especially considering that for
about the same price as Netflix,

with Prime you also get free
shipping for things that you
order, so I would be getting more
for my money. Even though
there isn't as much variety
with the shows and movies to
choose from, 1 feel that in time
there would be more options."
According to TechRadar,
in an interview with a Netflix
executive, Netflix claims that
offline video streaming through
the company is simply "never

recognizes the advantages that
Amazon Prime's offline videos
can
provide for traveling.
"I think it's a really cool
idea," Layne said. "The way 1
could see it benefiting me is if
this new service offers movies
and TV shows that Netflix
doesn't. Also, it will be more
beneficial to have this service
for whenever I'm traveling
and don't want to use up all of
my data, like on a road trip for

"[Amazon Prime J will be more beneficial to have
for whenever I'm traveling and don't want to use
up all of my data." -Alexa Layne
going to happen." Despite
Amazon Prime's new and
attractive feature, Netflix is
staying with their decision to
not provide users the option
for offline video streaming.
They adhere to the the claim
that offline videos are typically
lower quality once downloaded
onto a smartphone or tablet.
According to Business
Insider,
Netflix
maintains
that with overall increasing
internet speeds and access to
Wi-Fi, offline video streaming
will simply
become "less
relevant." The company claims

example. Something else too that
it would be beneficial to use it for
would be when I'm at the beach
because the service there is bad."
Amazon Prime currently
does not have as many television
shows and movies as Netflix
to choose from, either offline
or online. However, as told by
Business Insider.more options will
soon become available as new TV
shows and movies are released.
For
now,
the
main
competition
between
Netflix
and Amazon Prime consists of
a contract battle for the rights
to provide access to the newest

it will instead remain devoted to

and

developing around twenty new
original series for its viewers
within the next few years.
So far, Netflix has an
advantage in being able to
provide its users the greatest
number of options for television
shows and films, as well as its
various award-winning television
series. However, only Amazon
Prime allows access to a number
of shows and movies offline.
Sophomore Alexa Layne

series and movies for each
company's users. According to
CBS News, Netflix still .remains
the most popular option for video
streaming for college students.
However, in time, Amazon Prime
may just surpass the platform's
popularity.
While
Netflix
offers the greatest variety of
videos to choose from, Amazon
Prime's offline video viewing
is an option that no other video
streaming platform yet offers.

most

popular

television

Startup to sell 3-D printed cars in 2016
BRIANNA HARRINGTON
BUSINESS EDITOR

@bnharrington
In 2016, an
Arizona
based
company
plans
to
take
three-dimensional
printing to the next level.
Local Motors is planning to
drastically change the automotive
world by releasing a new car that
was assembled through the use
of three-dimensional printers.
Kevin Lo, an engineer from
Vancouver, WA, submitted the
original design for a contest.
This design will be released in
two different versions under the
name ReLoad Redactor. These
cars are set to make their debut
in the first
quarter of 2016.
The initial design will be a
low-speed battery-powered car,
and will be priced from $18,000
to $30,000. The company plans
for a full-speed vehicle to follow
shortly after the initial debut.
S o p h o m o r e
Naina
Kalkunte
was
not
surprised about this news.

"We talked about future
prototypes
in
engineering
class," Kalkunte said. "Threedimensional was on the top
of that list, so it's already
happening.
I
learned
that
people
have
even
started
printing houses and placentas."
According to NBC News,
Local Motors uses a different
style
of
three-dimensional
printing where the product is
built up essentially one pixel at
a time. This process is relatively
slow, but the use of the printer
to build cars enables for nearly
endless customization options.
In the NBC News article,
it is stated that traditional
automobile facilities put each
car
together
piece-by-piece
on an assembly line that is
extremely long and expensive.
In fact, they can cost up to
$1 billion to erect. Local Motors
is planning to avoid this by setting
up a series of compact facilities
that will be a fraction of the size
and cost of the traditional ones.
These planned "micro-factories"

are much less expensive and
complex, but they will be slower.
As of now, it takes days
to build up the body of a car
with
the
three-dimensional
printers, but there is ongoing
research that may increase
printing speed nearly 500 times.
Another problem is that
if the company really takes
off, they will need hundreds,
or thousands, of printers to
accommodate
the
demand.
Kalkunte deliberates on
the benefits of these new cars.
"It's simple, but that can be a
negative as well," Kalkunte said.
"Evolution is great, but then you
miss the classic look. I'm nervous
and a little apprehensive, but
confident we'll reach the outcome
we want in the long-term."
Until its official launch,
Local Motors has launched a
program called Local Motors
Co-Created
University
Vehicles. Three colleges have
adopted the program, including
University
of
Michigan,
Arizona State University, and

University of Nevada Las Vegas.
Most of the projects will
be focused on
developing
vehicles that have the ability
to move independent of a
driver, the goal being to create
vehicles to transport the students
of University of Michigan
around its North Campus.
Kalkunte
had
mixed
emotions
about
riding in an autonomous car.
"At first I wouldn't trust
them, I would need to see
multiple tests to see if it's
worth creating and if it would
function, but I think that goes
for any business," Kalkunte said.
The
groundbreaking
advancements in the automobile
construction means availability
of new job openings in the future.
USD students, particularly
those
in
the
engineering
department, may choose to
apply what they've learned
in
university
classes
and
decide to join this booming
field
of
three-dimensional
technology
post-graduation.
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Apps' effects upon career outlooks
Advancements in the tech world change the job market

HENLEY DOHERTY
ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR
@ralphlaurhen

With
new
apps
and
programs always
in
rapid
development, it can be difficult
to stay updated with the latest
technology. But, as college
students in pursuit of internships
and jobs, it is necessary to keep
up with the technologies that
are directly shaping our lives
and particularly, our careers.
An increasing number of
applications and programs for
computers
and
smartphones
are being released that aim to
provide greater efficiency and
convenience in the business world.
These applications are intended
to provide assistance to its users.
However,
for
some
career paths, these apps may
even replace the need for
certain hired jobs altogether.
According
to
Forbes,
applications
known
as
e-assistants are in development,
which are able to complete tasks
digitally. These e-assistants are
meant to replace the need for
in-office assistants, filers,
and
library technicians. While we
currently have access to some
simpler electronic assistants such
as Apple's Siri, highly-functional
e-assistants will be able to
complete more complex tasks

in an efficient and cost-effective
manner. These e-assistant apps
will be able to multitask and
juggle
responsibilities
that
one person could probably
not complete on their own.
Alongside
these
new
e-assistant apps, there are other
new apps that are shaping the way
the stock brokerage is functioning.
One such app, called Robinhood,
allows shareholders of stock
to trade stocks free of charge.
University of San Diego
senior Maxine Velez, has used
the Robinhood app and the value
it has for stock shareholders.
"This app affects the field
of stock brokers in particular,"
Velez said. "Recently, the
creation of the stock trading
. app Robinhood has shaken up
investing. Typically a single
trade can cost a trader up to ten
dollars. This app does it for free,
eliminating the extra commission
cost. I believe this could shift
the employment outlook for
stockbrokers, and ultimately
change the way we trade stocks."
Aside from the stock
market,
many
companies
currently utilize social media
platforms and apps to market
their ideas and promotions, and
to review valuable consumer
feedback.
Social
media
platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter, and even Instagram
allow for almost instantaneous

won't, but for now, on a large
scale, things won't change."
For now, according to PC
Magazine, the most at-risk jobs
for being completely replaced
by electronic applications and
programs in the coming decades
include: telemarketing, insurance
bookkeeping.
appraisal, and
However, this may open up new
career segments and opportunities
within the fields of technology
program
and
app
design.
Clearly, these and other upand-coming apps are paving the
way for more convenience for
companies and individuals. The
steady increase in the number
of technologies and programs
adopted by businesses every
year will affect and shape the
way many businesses are run.
Apps and social media
platforms
are
often
costeffective
and
convenient
methods of marketing and
Flickr Creative Commons/Jason Howie
advertising exposure, but they
New apps are shaping the way many businesses are run.
can replace the need for a larger
method of social media marketing will have on career outlooks. number of hired positions.
However, according to
"These
apps
enhance
replaces many previously-needed
Forbes,
this means that there
jobs;
companies existing teams," Walsh said.
marketing
will
be
an
ever-increasing need
always
act
like
only need a small number of "People
for
the
tech-savvy.
In today's
employees to manage a brand's technology is here to take away
technology-driven
society,
it just
social media affairs. In the past, jobs, but they create more than
goes
to
show
the
importance
a larger marketing team would they destroy. They cut out
be needed to assist in advertising busy work, not actual work. of staying updated with the
new apps and programs that
and receiving customer responses Robinhood cuts out brokers. But
will
alter and shape many
since these apps and platforms people who are investing tens
career
paths in the near future.
were not available to do so. of thousands will continue to
Senior marketing student get advice from brokers. Some

interactions
between
businesses
and
consumers.
Despite
its
potential
effectiveness and convenience
for companies, this widespread

Christine Walsh understands that
there are potential benefits to
marketers who use social media
and business apps, as well as
the limited effects such apps
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What has been the best part of your job?

How did you get involved with Twitter and Instagram?

| What is the second best part of your job?

"Our oldest son had suggested it [that I get involved in social media] to me when I was back
in Philadelphia. He has been encouraging me for a couple years to do so. And I have been
reluctant. And as I announced that I was making the move to San Diego, on our vacation
this summer he said 'Dad you really should be on Twitter and Instagram, this is how
students and young people communicate.' I have to say I was afraid to step into social
media, because I was not sure if I could keep up with it."

"The second [best] part has been how quickly this
has been our home, or feels like home."

"I have discovered it is a wonderful way to communicate. I do it to show people the great
news that is happening on campus and what our community is engaged in."

("Where I have derived the most pleasure has been meeting the students. We
have passionate students who believe they can change the world, in the
j classroom and outside the classroom. It really gives me hope for the future.
Our students are inspiring."
' "-mt \.m-m: mm

How has the [San Diego] adjustment been, has there been any surprises?
"Most of the surprises that I have had have been pleasant for me and my
family. Our youngest son, Braden, is with us, and he really enjoys the area.
My wife Mary, and I have been taking time to enjoy the sites and take in the
scenery, it is wonderful to be here."
As the semester is just beginning, what advice do you have for students?
"Keep your eye on the prize. What is important is that you graduate
prepared to be compassionate citizens and responsible members of a
democratic society."
T' "We are here to receive a world-class education and take advantage, attend
* lectures that are outside of your discipline and special events. Take in the full

JSN*.

"I would like [USD] to be known internationally for what we do locally. We are already
known locally for what we do internationally. Faculty and students are deeply engaged
locally and I would like to find ways to highlight that work."
MMM
MMMMMfc
WiH you be sending out a warning email

"I am unaware and I will ask the advice of my colleagues, or even if the students have a
tweet they would like me to send."
i
mmmmm
A recent USD alumni, Michael Harris, died. How would you address the USD community?

"And the students [...] could not have been better as guides for me. They
(Showed Braden and me a great time. I would do it again in a heartbeat. And
I hope I.have the opportunity to do so.'

"Maybe the most painful experiences I have ever had as a president is when we have lost a
young vibrant person, who had all the potential in the world, [but] through some tragedy
they lost their life."

"Once I start riding it I will demonstrate my commitment to sustainable
I initiatives on campus. And I do that right now by walking to work, which
has been very enjoyable and something I did not expect. The ability to walk
to work has been a healthy and a fun way to meet people, both on my way
to work and going home at night. I try to make myself as visible as
possible."

4

§

• in many ways it was thrilling to be on that type of water. Most of the
kayaking I have done in the past has been on flat, brackish water, so to be
*out in the ocean on the large waves, it takes a different set of skills than
when you are traveling down on the Chesapeake.'99

| "We had a reception for the students last week and I was given a bike [by
Outdoor Adventures] to ensure that I will do the right thing
; environmentally."

-0.

students about-University of California at Santa

"I will have to consult with my colleagues to see if they feel that a warning is necessary. I
will always do what is in the best interest of students. At this point it is not on my agenda."

I am trying to think of a different word beyond wonderful. There seems to
be a genuine desire to have the president engaged in the community at all
levels. The kindness people have shown us is remarkable. It has been an
extraordinary experience."

11

"To listen to the needs of the opportunities and allow democratic participation in the
community. Linda Vista presents a wonderful opportunity for USD to live out its social
justice mission. But we have to be careful to do that in a way that is meaningful for both the
organizations that we partner with and the individuals that are benefitting from the services
as well as it is mutually beneficial for the community. It is beneficial for all involved, that is
what is important."
i

.How was the Outdoor Adventure trip?

: 64"

i

| What are your plans to connect USD to the Linda Vista community?

Barbara this Halloween?

How has the experience been, meeting students and members of the USD
|F community?

m*

mmmsst

experience of the college. In the long run you will be happy you did so."

I• "[The outdoor adventure kayaking trip] was fantastic, I so enjoyed it. In fact

W

I remember very clearly the first time a friend of mine, my girlfriend's roommate, died in
college/Through that experience [I r|fnember] how lost I felt, losing someone my own age,
to a car accident. In times of tragedy |ve should pull together as a community and support
eone you love. I have lost both my parents, [and so
I each other. It is very difficult to 1
and all of those take a little piece of you. My heart
has] my wife. We have had friends
w close as a community to support each other in
goes out to everyone and we sho
99
times of tragedy. I
is mother. "Over the years after having lost people
Harris thoughtfully mused over los
11 think I have grown wiser and more compassionate
that I love and care for, it never is
me. I express my love to people freely as I know
for those who are alive and are aro
what it is like to lose someone that you are very close to."

WJ

Harris recalled the loss of students from Widener and his own family members, as he
deeplyex pressed his own grievance to lose a USD student, particularly Michael Harris, the
student that passed away before Labor Day.
"That is the worst part of the job. It's painful."
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Time to amend the second amendment
An ongoing discussion about the right to bear arms
BROOKLYN DIPPO

GIANNA CARAVETTA
OPINION EDITOR

@giannacara

When asked "How are
you?" or "How's your day
going?" half the people actually
care about how you're doing. The
other half just want to save face.
Of course, that's an
estimation not a statistic,
but you get what it implies.
Just think about how
many times in a day you ask
how someone else is doing or
someone asks you how you are
doing. Sometimes even after
just saying hello to someone, the
person assumes you asked how
they are and says they're good.
If you've ever seen the
video of Ellen DeGeneres
talking about this on her talk
show, she mentioned that we
usually assume the other person
will just respond saying that
they are good. But she said if
someone responds that they
are fine, we regrettably have to
pause and see what's up, why
they are just fine and not good.
Other times we follow
up our question of "How are
you?" with "Good? Busy?"
because we assume those are
the keys to happiness and joy.
With the start of the new

semester, we run into so many
of our friends we haven't
seen for months. We ask
each other similar questions,
"How was your summer?"
or "How have you been?"
Of course,we care about our
friends, and we hope they had a
great summer. We are genuinely
excited to see them and hopeful
to reconnect. But, over the
millions of conversations I have
overheard around campus asking
about each other's summers,
only about half of them
seem authentically intrigued
with the other's summer
plans. Again, I'm reaching.
If we are to be about living
lives that preach goodness,
then our day-to-day living
must always reflect that. An
act as uncomplicated as asking
someone how life has been
treating them must not be
shrugged off as simple and,
therefore, unimportant. We must
have intention and goodwill to
back these gestures up with.
I want my life to be about
action, about living out the values
I possess, not simply words.
Words are beautiful and have so
much depth behind them, yet if
we don't live out those words,
we are doing a major disservice
to ourselves and to others There
is nothing quite as painful as
having empty promises attached
to the beautiful words we speak.
Next
time
you
ask
someone how they're doing,
join me and mean it. Ask, but
also be prepared to stop and
to. listen. Let your voice be
heard and use it passionately.
As we start this new
semester, let's be intentional
with our loved ones, good
friends, and peers. Don't just
be about kindness, joy, and
love, go out and live it. And
as a quote I found on Pinterest
says, "Kindness. It doesn't
cost a [darn] thing. Sprinkle
that
[stuff]
everywhere."

STAFF WRITER

Being a product of the
South, I was raised around a progun culture. I was conditioned
to associate the right to bear
arms with freedom and to fear
any control over that right like
tyranny. That said, I never shot
anything more aggressive than
an airsoft gun, and my family has
only a few firearms, which I've
only seen once or twice outside
of their cases. I have never been
exposed to any gun violence.
Yet now, as I write the
summer news recap for the
paper, I have to report on three
mass shootings and a fourth
shooting on live television that
was inspired by the former. Since
you've been gone, Toreros, it still
isn't safe to go to a movie theater.
So where do I stand
on gun control issues now?
Something has to change.
I am currently spending the
semester in Australia, a country
that responded to its largest
mass shooting, the Port Arthur
Massacre, by enacting strict gun
control laws. Many weapons were
banned, a mandatory government
gun buyback was imposed, and
there hasn't been a shooting of its
kind in 19 years. On top of that,
homicide and suicide rates fell,
along with the overall crime rate.
Gun activists love to argue
that criminals would still find a
way to get guns even if possession
were illegal, and, frankly, they are
right. However, guns would cost
more money, be more difficult to
find, and searching for one would
send red flags to authorities.
It is disturbing that a
psychopath, a vengeful outcast,
or a disgruntled employee can
walk into Walmart and buy a
gun and ammunition for a "low
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The right to bear arms is a nationwide, hot-button issue.

price guarantee" so long as they
pass a background check. Or,
if they do have a record to hide,
they can still legally purchase
weapons through a loophole in
many states that allows private
sellers to sell guns without
conducting background checks.
It is going to take a national
change. Gun control is a national
threat and, therefore, a national
issue. States need to reach
unanimity in deciding how to fix
this problem. As long as one state
is loose with the laws, nobody is
safe from gun violence. As the
issue is debated, there are more
incidents of innocent lives taken.
I certainly would like to see more
urgency to stop this nonsense.
At the same time, I should
make it clear that I'm not
encouraging stripping everyone
of every type of gun. I am not
trying to ruin the hunting and
sports industry tied to guns,
though I do believe it needs
more regulation and limitations.
I just want guns kept out of the
wrong hands. Personally, I don't

think that certain guns should be
available for private ownership.
So Americans should have
the right to bear arms, but at
what expense? Do our rights to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness still exist in a country
where parents have to worry
about sending their children
to school? Where churches
have to hire security to protect
themselves
from
becoming
slaughterhouses? Are we really
free in thes£ circumstances?
According to the Gun
Violence Archive, so far in 2015,
there have been over 35,000 gun
incidents in America, nearly 9,000
of which have ended in deaths.
These incidents have resulted
in the deaths and injuries of 507
children under the age of 12 and
1,802 teens between ages 12 and
17. And, of all gun incidents,
fewer than 3 percent were in
self-defense. That leaves rates of
accidental shootings 155 percent
higher than defensive shootings.
Based on these statistics,
guns are not protecting us

anymore. They are killing us. At
what point does the government
intervene and say it is not fair
for its citizens to be vulnerable
to the whims of bad individuals?
I support the right to bear
arms only in the case that it
does not threaten anyone else's
right to life. Maybe we wouldn't
need guns for protection if there
weren't guns pointed at us in the
first place. Maybe there wouldn't
be issues of police brutality if
those whose job it is to serve and
protect did not have to work with
fear that ordinary citizens could
have a hidden weapon. Maybe
gun control would save lives:
suicides prevented, murderers
stopped, and accidents avoided.
Each time I came back to
this piece, there are more gun
incidents to reflect on. There
are headlines every day, but no
changes being made. I think
it is time Americans consider
challenging the Constitution
and testing its worth as a living
document, starting with a change
to the second amendment.

How to keep the balance
Juggling social life, school\ and miscellaneous activities
ALLISON MCINNIS
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

@allisonmcinnis

The beginning* of a new
semester in college usually calls
for a landslide of emotions. It can
be exciting because you are away
from your parents, terrifying
because you're on your own now,
and it can definitely have its fair
share of stress. Classes can get
challenging, roommates may
get annoying, and friendships
are
constantly
changing.
What's
the
key
to
maintaining your sanity? Balance.
Classes in college can be

overwhelming, but you will
learn how to manage them
quickly. One way to simplify
your stress is to stay organized
and to read the books assigned.
University of San Diego
sophomore Halie Sonnenshein
explained that, when she
started her freshman year,
she
didn't
recognize
the
value of reading textbooks.
"I did not know how
important the book was until
taking my first test," Sonnenshein
said. "It will save your life
come the week before a test
and you will be surprised at
how much you already know."
If you begin studying

early, it can make the test much
less intimidating since you will
know the material thoroughly.
Find a place to study that makes
you comfortable, and try to
make it a habit of studying
there. It will form an association
in your brain between that
space and working diligently.
Studying in bed, then, is
not always the best answer. If
you begin to associate your bed
with working, sleep may come
harder at night. And sleeping
well, especially the night before a
test, can improve your test scores
immensely. Keeping a balanced
diet can also improve yourstamina
while studying, but it's especially

important to eat breakfast
the morning before the test.
It is also important to
remember to infuse your life
with extracurricular activities that
excite and motivate you. Luckily,
USD has hundreds of things
to do outside of the classroom.
You can join one of the many
Greek programs on campus to feel
the inclusion that brotherhood or
sisterhood brings. According to
the USD website, approximately
34 percent of the student body is
in a sorority or a fraternity and try
to live the five core values that the
Greek Life program thrives on,

See BALANCE, Page 11

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Donald Trump trumps U.S. presidential race
TRUMP
Is he as crazy as some people think he is? or is he actually making sense?

GIANNA CARAVETTA

OPINION EDITOR
@giannacara

Donald J. Trump, a multibillionaire entrepreneur and
self-professed nice guy is
running for President of the
United States for the upcoming
2016
presidential
election.
It seems as though everyone
is talking about him, every class
on campus is mentioning him by
name, every student is dialoguing
about his precedent, and every
American is toying with the idea
that he very well could be the next
President of the United States.
People seem to have
many different opinions about
Trump,
his
effectiveness
as
president, his
political
incorrectness, and his desire to
"Make America Great Again."
Some topics on his political
agenda include immigration,
foreign policy, and tax reform.

Of course, the population has
conflicting views on Trump's
way of dealing with these issues.
Whether you agree or
disagree with his politics, it
is uncontested that what he is
saying is deeply resonating with
a large population of Americans.
Yes, he is calling his
opponents
out
by
name
and singling out groups of
minorities, but, in doing so,
he is also demanding that the
American people hear what he
has to say, something all great
rhetoricians are able to do.
Trump's net favorability
with Republicans and Republican
leaners even went up 16 percentage
points on the most recent Gallup
poll from Aug. 19 to Sept. 1.
This past Labor Day
weekend, SurveyUSA released
a nationwide poll that showed
Trump is likely to defeat all of
the Democratic Party candidates.
Donald Trump is even anticipated

Donald J. Trump rn'OoraWTmrnp -:8sp 3

"§linnie13: ©greta irealDonaidTrump
©FoxNews i love Donald Trump. For ONCE
I feel like someone out there running
actually cares about us."
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Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate, retweets
one of his constituents.

to win against Hillary Clinton
by 45 percent to 40 percent
and against Bernie Sanders
by 44 percent to 40 percent.
So, then, it seems as ifTrump
does not care (or rather does, not
need to care) that so many people
are not as welcoming of his
outspoken rants. After all, he has
the world's attention. So many
Americans are fervently listening
and eager to keep up with what he
is saying,especially since keeping
up with him and his campaign
does not have to mean you are
endorsing and voting for him.
In an interesting turn of
events during this presidential
hopeful season, many American
people seem genuinely excited
to see a candidate have the gall
to speak his or her mind. Trump
is unafraid and unphased in
doing so. Thus, for some, he
is a slight breath of fresh air
amidst so much political hot air.
Unlike some
of
his
opponents
vying
for
the
presidency, who have massive
international donations from
anonymous donors, Trump has
no need for, sometimes shady,
financial campaign contributions.
His net worth is approximately $8
billion, so he surely can finance
his own presidential campaign.
Trump tweeted on Ms
Twitter page that he is absolutely
not accepting any sort of
donation to his presidential
campaign, unlike his opponents
who are using what he called
special interest and lobbyist
money to fund their campaigns.
"I'm
turning
down
millions
of
dollars
of
campaign contributions, feel

M A K E A M E R I C A G R E A T A G A I N !

I'm glad he's in there
because him being the
way he is, and saying
what he says the way he
says it, I think shakes
things up and I think
thars very needed.
Because on the other
side it's so bland, it's so
boring, it's so empty."
Robert Recfford
The Hit!
9/2/2015

#Trump2016
#MokeAroer icaGreat Again

Photo courtesy of Twitter/@realDonaldTrump

Actor Robert Redford shares his support of Republican
presidential candidate Donald Trump.
totally stupid doing so, but
[I] hope it is appreciated by
the voters," the tweet said.
The tweet received over
4,600 retweets and 11,000
favorites. He has over four
million Twitter followers that
keep up with his personal updates
about his ongoing campaign.
With so many candidates
promising to make changes to
better our nation's infrastructure,
healthcare, and education and
to lessen the S>18.1 trillion debt

we have accrued, Trump does
not seem to be hiding behind
pithy slogans or facades. And, as
much as some people may seem
to dislike him, Trump has been
unequivocal in his efforts to tell
you what he stands for, where
he stands, and how he is going
to "Make America Great Again."
Even if you still think he is

crazy and egomaniacal, some can
start to see the benefit of Trump
being outspokenly politically
incorrect .The American people
are demanding change without
a shadow of a doubt, and Trump
is reaffirming these needs.
For the first time in a
very long time, it seems that
the American people have
a voice. Voters seem to be
excited that someone is taking
an interest in these issues that
are
infrequently
discussed.
Maybe
getting
behind
his campaign is not something
many of us want to do, but
we can acknowledge the fact
that he is a smart businessman
and an experienced orator.
Whether that means that he
has the skillset to rebuild
America is still hotly contested
among critics on both sides.

A balancing act: getting involved and having fun
Helpful hints for a successful semester
BALANCE continued from
Page 10
including academic excellence
and service to the community.
If that doesn't interest you,
there are still plenty of ways to get
involved. Our student leadership
team, Associated Students, works
with the Torero Programming
Board to put on exciting events.
For example, last year MAGIC!
played at the Homecoming
Concert in front of the SLP.
The Alcala Bazaar, USD's
own club and organization fair,
was this past week, but if you
feel like you missed out because
you couldn't make up your mind
about which club to join, don't
fret, you still have time. There
are still many different ways
to get involved in the clubs and
organizations here on campus.
Joining a club is a wonderful
way to help add some brightness

to your day, and it's a nice way
to balance an otherwise hectic
school schedule. USD has over
30 clubs and organizations,
including University Ministry,
USD eSports, and PRIDE.
It is easy to reach out to a

club to join, and, even if the club
you want to join isn't the club
all of the rest of your friends are
joining, do it anyway. Being a part
of something at school can make
the year much more enjoyable.
Recreation classes, such as yoga,

swimming, and kickboxing, are
a fun way to get your exercise
and can even count for credit.
Finding the right balance
between classes, extracurriculars
and a budding social life can
be difficult, but it becomes

easier to handle the longer you
do it. The best part of college
is being a part of new groups
and making new friends. It will
make your year immensely
more exciting, less stressful,
and overall more enjoyable.

Photo courtesy of Facebook/University of San Diego

Students participate in the Alcala Bazaar, a club and organization fair that USD hosts biannually.
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Lovesick over long distance relationships
How to survive the distance (or how to know when to call it quits)

ALLISON MCINNIS
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

and irritable and eventually
resentful.
Independence
is
healthy, and your adventures
will give you something to
talk about on those phone
conversations you'll be having.

@allisonmcinnis_
Whether
your
current
significant other is just a summer
fling or a high school relationship
still going strong, there is most
likely one common aspect: the
distance between you and your
significant other has suddenly
grown in the last week or so. So
now you ask yourself, how does
this work? Should we try it out? Is
it worth the pain? Are we doomed?
First, let's start out with
some statistics. Approximately
4.48 million college students
attempt to have a long distance
relationship (LDR). The average
length of time before an LDR
breaks down is 4.5 months,
and approximately 10 percent
of marriages started out as
a long distance relationship.
Therefore,
it
is
not
only possible, it is also an
achievement that is feasible
and obtainable. The trick? Hard
work, dedication, and patience.
University of San Diego
sophomore Mady Miller stated
that LDRs can be hard to
maintain, and nobody has a
guidebook to a successful one.
"My freshman year long
distance relationship was difficult
because I didn't know how to
manage my time well and my

While it can be done, there
are also some cons to consider.

relationship made my grades
suffer," Miller said. "It's hard
because college is a big change
and, no matter how hard you try
to prepare, it always catches you
off guard. No one knows the best
way to handle it, so you have to
figure it out as you go along."
No
relationship comes
without effort, and one with
long separations requires just
the same amount of effort,
if not more. Putting in just a
little time and effort every day
can change the outcome of the
relationship completely. Most
importantly, it has to come from
both sides or it won't work.

Here

are a

few

tips:

1. Call or text often, even if
it's just to say hi. Plan to talk on
the phone, but, if plans change,

be flexible. Don't be offended when you're feeling lonely.
6.
Don't
avoid
if your partner is busy. If you're
doing it right, college is busy. confrontation. It may be hard,
2. FaceTime. At least but avoiding something does
once a week if time permits. not make it go away; it just gets
It's nice to see his/her face, and worse. Deal with it. It needs to
they'll enjoy seeing yours too. come out, even if you are far
3. Skype date. Call your away from each other. On the
sweetie on Skype and watch the . other hand, don't go too far with
same movie together on Netflix. your words. You want to get your
Pause it to talk if you want to, or point across without starting a
just keep watching! Try a lazy world war. Try to be kind to each
Saturday or Sunday morning. other and don't say anything that
4. Arrange dates for the you won't be able to take back.
One key of a successful long
future, even if it's weeks or months
in advance. This can boost morale distance relationship is to make
for both of you and give you both your own life where you are.
something to look forward to. Join groups, make friends, and
5. Snail mail. It may seem hang out with them often. Don't
dorky, but it's nice to receive seclude yourself, and try to always
something
handwritten
and be available for one another. That
equally nice to reread kind words can make you become dependent

fa" 2015 Semester
Pass on Sale Now'

1. Your relationship is more
like a promise of a relationship for
the future. Let's face it: the person
is not there. Texting and phone
calls can feel empty after a while.
2. It takes a lot of your
time and can become tiring.
3. An LDR demands a decent
amount of time and patience.
Make sure you are honest with
yourself and make sure you
are getting the full college
experience. Try not to get your
head stuck in a "virtual world"
24/7; remember to make friends
and enjoy your new life at USD.
4. It can be lonely.
A long distance relationship
is not for the faint of heart.
However, if you think you have
found someone special, and
you are sure the feeling goes
both ways, it's worth giving
it a try to make it work. With
some effort, you can keep up
your grades, remain involved
at USD, and maintain the great
relationship you've found. And,
who knows, you may become
closer after all is said and done.

Letters to the Editor Policy
The Vista strongly encourages letters
to the editor from students, faculty, staff,
administration and the community.
Correspondence should be sent to
managing@usdvista.com with the subject
line "Letter to the Editor."

Unlimited
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rides long!
Current, valid college student
picture ID required.

No replacements tor 'oat
or stolen sticker

Submissions should be limited to 500
words and must include verifiable contact
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$154*
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University Center Ticket Office
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An Ode to September

MATTHEW ROBERSON

SPORTS EDITOR

@mroberson22

For sports fans, there are
several times of the year that
perk excitement more than
others. I've always been a big
fan of the month of March,
when college basketball
enters
its
postseason
tournaments right as the
MLB season is beginning
and NBA and NHL teams are
jostling for playoff positions.
June is another fun one, with
the NBA and Stanley Cup
Finals coinciding with the
early part of baseball season
and the occasional World
Cup or Summer Olympics.
However, the portion
of the sports calendar that
really captivates me is the
month of September. Not only
is football season kicking off
all across the country, but
the MLB postseason chase is

taken to another level.
This year is a prime
example of why September
baseball is pure bliss for
devoted fans of America's
pastime. The real excitement
comes from watching those
clubs that are teetering on the
brink of the playoff picture. I
for one am keeping close tabs
on the Toronto Blue Jays and
New York Yankees.
The true beauty of
September is the intriguing
juxtaposition
between
baseball
and
football
seasons. With most of the
MLB season completed,
a handful of teams have
effectively given up on their
season, choosing instead to
call up young prospects or
trade away their aging stars
in hopes of improving their
future.
Football
is
experiencing
the
exact
opposite of that, as the season
is in its infancy and every
team is optimistic about their
roster. The 2015-16 NFL
season is shaping up to be
a fun one with a plethora of
storylines. Will the Seattle
Seahawks make their third
straight Super Bowl? Will
Bill Belichick smile for the
first time in his life? Will the
Cleveland Browns ever have
a winning season again? Stay
tuned to find out.

Photo Courtesy of USD Athletics

This year's men's soccer team will feature nine seniors and eight freshmen as well as talented sophomore goalkeeper Thomas Olsen.

Soccer team's hot start cooled off by Denver
USD soccer starts their season with a 2-1-1 record
DYLAN BROCKMEYER

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

@dbrock08

The University of
San Diego men's soccer team
suffered their first upset of
the 2015 season last Sunday
when the University of
Denver Pioneers scored a goal
in the 85th minute in a match
played in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. The first loss for
the Toreros was highlighted
by 11 shots on goal against
sophomore goalie Thomas
Olsen.
The Pioneers first
took the lead in the 22nd
minute and the Toreros tied
it up with a rebuttal four
minutes later with a goal in
the 25th minute by senior
forward Torrey DeArmas.
However, the Toreros
finally fell behind in the
85th minute when Pioneers
forward Chandler Crosswait
scored on a shot 10 yards out.
The Toreros are now 2-1-1.
Sophomore
goalie
and 2014 WCC Freshman of
the Year, Thomas Olsen, is
optimistic about the Toreros
season overall, but was
disappointed with their level
of play last Sunday.
"Going into the game
against Denver we felt good
about where we were at as a
team," Olsen said.

"We just did not
create enough chances to
win the game. Personally,
I always strive for shutouts
so you always can take
something away from getting
scored on. I thought I played
well but I couldn't quite
make the save on the shot late
in the game and it is always
frustrating to get scored on
that late because it very hard
to equalize with four or five
minutes left."
Senior
forward
Keegan Smith agrees with
Olsen that the Toreros did
not quite have their heads or
hearts in it playing against
the Pioneers.
"The team as a whole
was off really," Smith said.
"We weren't connecting,
passes like we can and that
hurt us a lot because it gave
Denver a lot of the ball. The
team's energy level wasn't
100% either, likely because
of Friday's draw with New
Mexico, but that's no excuse.
We needed more effort and
desire all around. I feel
Denver, as a whole, wanted
to win more than we did."
The Toreros were
returning from
their first
exciting away game against
the University of New
Mexico Lobos on Sept. 4
which they tied.

This was just after
their triumphant shutout
against No. 16 Cal right here
in Torero Stadium. Torrey
DeArmas gave the Toreros a
substantial lead with a goal in
the 72nd minute, leaving no
chance for the Cal Bears.
Based
on
their
progress so far, Olsen does
not see any reason why the
Toreros will not be strong
through
their
upcoming
games. In an email interview,
he stressed the importance of
home-field support and that
the team.is striving to take
their non-conference play
more seriously in order to
obtain that NCAA conference
bid.
"Although we didn't
get some results this past
weekend, I think the team is
looking good and we have
a lot of good pieces to work
with," Olsen said.
"We have more depth
than last year and more
experienced players. I am
excited for the season going
forward, I think we can turn
a lot of heads around the
country. Irvine and SIUE are
both solid teams and getting
W's this weekend will be
an important task. We love
playing at home and getting
people out to the game is
huge for us."

So
what's
some
strategy on the field our boys
use to get that W? Smith
outlines how he tries each
and every game to contribute
to the team, it's not all about
being that one leading scorer
to him.
"Every game my goal
is the same: impact the game
in a positive way for my
team," Smith said. "If at the
end of the game I can reflect
and say I made an impact
on that game in one way or
another to help my team win,
I can walk away satisfied
with my performance. In my
forward position, I can have
the biggest impact by scoring
goals, so I chase a goal in
every game."
Both
Smith
and
Olsen expressed that players
and coaches are working
towards passing, moving and
creating opportunities on the
field to work as a unit not
only to score-goals, but also
to stay connected and work
on both sides of the ball.
If our boys beat
Irvine this Friday, they move
up in ranking and build up
momentum towards that
NCAA bid players and fans
alike are hoping for. The
Toreros face off against No.
13 Irvine at home this Friday
in Torero Stadium.
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Chargers preview: last year in San Diego?
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between the city and the
CONTRIBUTOR
team very soon. Taking into
consideration the unfortunate
It'-s
September. feasibility of the ChargersStudents have returned to Raiders joint proposal for a
campus.
Fall is waiting stadium in Carson and the
eagerly on the horizon. For league's reported preference
sports fans, this can mean for a Chargers-Rams pairing
only one thing: the NFL in Inglewood, things certainly
is back. For San Diego do not appear promising
football fans, it could mean for the Bolts' future in
Finest
City.
something else entirely: America's
So will the Chargers'
the beginning of the end.
For months, rumors likely swan song manage to
have swirled about the leave fans with a smile on
Chargers possibly moving their faces? With the return
to Los Angeles. Since the of several key pieces lost
beginning of the summer, to injury last season as well
it has become increasingly as a few solid offseason
likely that the Bolts will additions, they certainly have
be a Hollywood team the personnel to succeed. On
in the very near future. offense, quarterback Philip
Negotiations between the Rivers will once again be at
organization and the city of the helm after inking a fourSan Diego have come to a year deal worth more than $80
near standstill. The league's million, all but ensuring he
deadline to submit relocation will retire in the blue and gold.
Lining up in the
applications is Feb. 15,
but teams looking for a backfield with Rivers will
chance to work out possible be a 3-headed committee
snags in their proposals and of running backs led by the
maintain leverage with the team's first round pick in 2015,
league in L.A. will likely Melvin Gordon. Trumpeted
want to apply much sooner. as having the potential to be
The city of San Diego hopes San Diego's next LaDainian
expectations
to vote on a stadium deal Tomlinson,
Unfortunately,
by Jan. 12, meaning a deal are high.
would have to be reached Gordon has underwhelmed
NOAH HILTON
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share of weapons. Aging
future Hall of Famer Antonio
Gates should once again
be his primary target after
a surprising 12-touchdown
campaign
in
2014.
However,
after
testing
positive
for
performance-enhancing
drugs during the offseason,
Gates will be forced to miss
the first four games of the
season, handing the aerial
responsibilities to young
wide receiver Keenan Allen.
After following up a
Pro Bowl rookie year with
a disappointing sophomore
season, Allen will look to
reaffirm his status among the
top receivers in the league.
If he can, the field will
definitely open up for wide
receivers Stevie Johnson
and Malcom Floyd, two
tall targets who should be
able to provide Rivers with
plenty of throwing lanes.
The
San
Diego
defense will be anchored
by safety Eric Weddle once
again. After a tumultuous
offseason filled with contract
disputes, it appears this will
be Weddle's last season in a
Bolts uniform. Coming off

hope to end his Chargers
career on a high note while
putting up the numbers that
can secure him a huge deal in
free agency next offseason.
He will team with Pro
Bowl comerback Brandon
Flowers and former firstrounder Jason Verrett in what
should be a strong Chargers
pass defense. Meanwhile,
opposing quarterbacks will
likely be on the run early
and often facing the team's
deep linebacker corps of
Melvin Ingram, Donald
Butler, Manti Te'o, and
impressive rookies Denzel
Perryman and Kyle Emanuel.
Jacoby Jones will
look to bring some excitement
to the kick return game. Jones
arrives in Southern California
after a successful stint with
the Ravens that included
a Super Bowl victory
sparked by his 108-yard
kick return for a touchdown.
Ultimately,
while
the Chargers will indeed
likely be headed north by
next spring, they appear to
have enough talent to leave
a lasting impression on the
way out. And is there really
any better way to do that than

air.

a team-high 114 tackles in

making a legitimate run at the

Rivers will have his fair

2014, Weddle will certainly

city's first NFL title?

in the preseason, leading
head coach Mike McCoy to
announce that running back
Danny Woodhead and the
Sprolesian Branden Oliver
will start the season splitting
playing time with Gordon.

Chargers Schedule
9/13 vs. Detroit Lions
9/20 @ Cincinnati Bengals
9/27 @ Minnesota Vikings
10/4 vs. Cleveland Browns
10/12 vs. Pittsburgh Steelers
10/18 @ Green Bay Packers
10/25 vs. Oakland Raiders
11/1 @ Baltimore Ravens
11/9 vs. Chicago Bears
Running
behind
an offensive line anchored
by
behemoths
Orlando
Franklin, King Dunlap,
and DJ. Fluker, the team
should drastically improve
on its 30th-ranked rushing
attack from
last season.
Through

the
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Torero football loses 37-3 to San Diego State
Defense impresses while offense struggles to move the ball

Ian Lituchy/The Vista
The Toreros' offensive line heads to the line of scrimmage while quarterback Trey Wheeler gives one of his receivers some pre-play instructions.
MATTHEW ROBERSON
SPORTS EDITOR
@mroberson22

When the University
of San Diego football team
met the San Diego State
Aztecs on Saturday, Sept.
5 at Qualcomm Stadium, it
was not only the first game
of the season for both teams
but also the first meeting
between the neighboring
schools
since
1961.
To top it off, it
was the first time that
USD has ever played a
Division I FBS opponent.
Given the circumstances,
the Toreros have several
things to be proud of.
Despite losing the game
by a score of 37-3, many
players performed admirably
against a team that offers
scholarships for its players.
This
Aztecs
team
has also been picked by
experts to compete for a
spot in their conference
championship
game.
The Toreros' defense
played
especially
well.
The unit allowed only 139
passing yards and also
stopped the Aztecs on more
than half of their third down
plays. While San Diego
State finished with 37 points,
three of their touchdowns
were
scored
by
their
defense and special teams.
Toreros' junior cornerback
Jamal Agnew, made
the play of the game by
intercepting a pass from
SDSU quarterback Maxwell
Smith in the first quarter.
Agnew's
athletic
play not only gave his team
the ball back near midfield, it
also energized his teammates
and the section of passionate
USD students seated near the
corner of the east end zone.
Agnew,
a
local

San Diegan who attended
Point Loma High School,
spoke after the game about
his standout performance.
"The Toreros are
always built on theirdefense,"
Agnew said. "That's a good
sign for us when the defense
is firing on all cylinders."
Unfortunately
the
offense was unable to match
the production of their
teammates on defense. The
game saw head coach Dale
Lindsey play three different
quarterbacks; each of them
threw at least one interception.
To
make
things
worse,
starting
running
back Jonah Hodges was
injured and had to leave
the game before halftime.
He has been diagnosed
with a fractured clavicle,
something that Lindsey said
could keep him sidelined
for four to six weeks.
Hodges was the leading
rusher on last year's team
with over 1,200 yards.
One
bright
spot
for the Toreros' offense
was redshirt sophomore
tight end Ross Dwelley.
An imposing figure
at 6'5" and 240 lbs,
Dwelley had no problem
finding -holes in the Aztecs'
stellar
pass
defense.
Dwelley
finished
the game with a teamleading
five
catches
and 50 receiving yards.
USD was at a
staggering disadvantage from
the opening kickoff, given
the fact that the players on the
other side of the field compete
on athletic scholarships.
San Diego State also
plays in the Mountain West
conference against programs
like the Boise State Broncos,
Fresno
State
Bulldogs,
and Colorado State Rams,

all of whom make regular
appearances in bowl games.
However,
for
the
Torero players and fans in
attendance, the lopsided
matchup did nothing to take
away from their excitement.
In the
pre-game
warmups it was evident that
the boys in blue had no fear of
their crosstown rivals, instead
bouncing around the field
showing palpable excitement
and optimism.
Senior
offensive
lineman, Jeff Starr, and junior
wide receiver, Brian Riley,
were among the most vocal
players during the festivities
leading up to the opening kick.
When
the
squad
entered the playing surface
from the locker room
they were led by senior
cornerback Yogi Hale*, one
of the veteran leaders of this
confident group of players.
Even
our
lovable
mascot, Diego Torero, was
enjoying himself, using the
time before the game to take
pictures with USD alumni and
playfully mess with the San
Diego State marching band.
The other aspect of the
game that was immediately
noticeable was the size of
the arena in comparison to
Torero Stadium, the usual
home of USD football.
The cozy stadium nestled
on the USD campus holds
just
6,000
spectators.
The
announced
attendance for this game was
over eight times that amount,
at a whopping 48,785.
In addition to being the
home of San Diego State
football, Qualcomm Stadium
has hosted the NFL's San
Diego Chargers since 1967,
making it the second oldest
stadium in the league behind
only legendary Lambeau

Field in Green Bay, WI.
Being
from San
Diego,
the
opportunity
to play in
Qualcomm
Stadium was extra special
for Jamal Agnew. Perhaps
one of the reasons for his
exceptional play was because
he
had
overwhelming
support from family and
friends
in
the crowd.
He
was
quick
to
point out how grateful he
was for that support in
his post-game interview.
"I'm like 50 deep
right now," Agnew said. "It's
unreal, man. I'm still trying
to soak it in right now."
Not only were there
waves
of
reinforcement from
•
the family and friends of the
players, but the USD student
body came out in large
quantities to cheer on their
university's football team.
Junior
engineering
student Craig Wade was
among the hundreds of
students who made their
way east to enjoy the
Saturday
atmosphere of
a college football game
in one of the nation's
oldest
football
venues.
"I had a great time at
the game," Wade said."It was
one of the larger games that
I've been to, so it was fun. My
favorite part was when my
boy [junior safety] Nate Loya
got in the game. It was cool
seeing someone I'm close
to play in an NFL stadium."
Unfazed
by
the
Aztecs'
student
section
which was packed to the
brim 40 minutes before the
game even started, USD
made their voices heard at
times throughout the game.
Apart from the obligatory
"Ole, Ole, Ole" and "U-S-D"
chants, the makeshift Bull
Pit also responded well

to the action on the field.
An auditory roar could
be heard when Agnew picked
off that pass in the first quarter.
The
other
notable
outburst came in the third
quarter, when the Toreros
scored their only points of
the game thanks to a field
goal by redshirt sophomore
kicker
Jack
Flatau.
Regardless of the final
score, the revival of the city's
college football rivalry was
a tremendous experience for
everyone in support of USD.
The players were given
a shot to showcase their skills
against some top athletes
from the Mountain West.
The fans finally had a
reason to travel to Qualcomm
and partake in the activities
of a packed parking lot
tailgate before soaking in
the sunshine and football
with their fellow Toreros.
The
coaching
staff
surely learned some valuable
lessons about the game
when preparing for the
difficult level of competition.
Also, the USD athletic
department
was
given
$350,000 in return for
agreeing to play against
an FBS opponent. That
large amount of money
will
certainly
help
heal the wounds.
All in all, the event
served as a fun way to kick
start the fall semester and
the 2015 football season.
The Toreros will play
the first home game of the
new campaign on September
12 against the Western New
Mexico Mustangs at 6:00 p .m.
They will then have a
bye week before traveling
to Indiana for a game
against
their conference
foe,
the
Valparaiso
Crusaders, on Sept. 26.
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Top Left: Redshirt sophomore tight end Ross DweOey looks into tt»e sun to find the bali. Dweiley had five catches for 50 yards against the Aztecs.
Top Right: Junior wide receiver Brian Riley goes up for a pass against an Aztec defender. The Toreros struggled with their passing game all day.
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